
Charitable Lead Unitrust 10/19/2022

Trust Type: Life
Transfer Date: 10/2022
§7520 Rate: 3.60%
FMV of Trust: $1,000,000
Growth of Trust: 6.00%
Percentage Payout: 7.00000%
Payment Period: Quarterly
Months Valuation Precedes Payout: 3
Lives: 2
Ages: 65, 64
Mortality Table: 2010CM

Payout Sequence Factor: 0.978186
Adjusted Payout Rate: 6.847%
Interpolation:

Factor at 6.8%: 0.20094
Factor at 7.0%: 0.19215
Difference: 0.00879
(6.847% - 6.8%) / 0.2% = X / 0.00879; Therefore X = 0.00207

Life Remainder Factor = Factor at 6.8% Less X: 0.19887
Remainder Interest: $198,870.00
Charitable Deduction for Income Interest: $801,130.00
Donor's Deduction as Percentage of Amount Transferred: 80.113%
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Charitable Lead Unitrust 10/19/2022

Beginning 6.00%
Year Principal Growth Payment Remainder

1 $1,000,000.00 $58,425.00 $70,000.00 $988,425.00
2 $988,425.00 $57,748.74 $69,189.76 $976,983.98
3 $976,983.98 $57,080.28 $68,388.88 $965,675.38
4 $965,675.38 $56,419.59 $67,597.28 $954,497.69
5 $954,497.69 $55,766.52 $66,814.84 $943,449.37
6 $943,449.37 $55,121.04 $66,041.48 $932,528.93
7 $932,528.93 $54,483.00 $65,277.04 $921,734.89
8 $921,734.89 $53,852.34 $64,521.44 $911,065.79
9 $911,065.79 $53,229.00 $63,774.60 $900,520.19

10 $900,520.19 $52,612.89 $63,036.40 $890,096.68
11 $890,096.68 $52,003.89 $62,306.76 $879,793.81
12 $879,793.81 $51,401.97 $61,585.56 $869,610.22
13 $869,610.22 $50,806.98 $60,872.72 $859,544.48
14 $859,544.48 $50,218.86 $60,168.12 $849,595.22
15 $849,595.22 $49,637.64 $59,471.68 $839,761.18
16 $839,761.18 $49,063.08 $58,783.28 $830,040.98
17 $830,040.98 $48,495.15 $58,102.88 $820,433.25
18 $820,433.25 $47,933.82 $57,430.32 $810,936.75
19 $810,936.75 $47,378.97 $56,765.56 $801,550.16
20 $801,550.16 $46,830.57 $56,108.52 $792,272.21
21 $792,272.21 $46,288.50 $55,459.04 $783,101.67
22 $783,101.67 $45,752.73 $54,817.12 $774,037.28
23 $774,037.28 $45,223.14 $54,182.60 $765,077.82
24 $765,077.82 $44,699.67 $53,555.44 $756,222.05

Summary: $1,000,000.00 $1,230,473.37 $1,474,251.32 $756,222.05
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Charitable Lead Unitrust 10/19/2022

Deduction as Percentage of Amount Transferred

19.89%

80.11%

$198,870 Non-deductible $801,130 Deductible
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10/19/2022

Charitable Lead Unitrust (CLUT)

This calculation determines the value of the deduction for a transfer of cash or other property to a CLUT. It shows the future
interest gift made to the non-charitable remainderman. It also shows the percentage of principal that is deductible for gift
tax purposes. 

When a term-of-years CLUT is established, a donor transfers cash or other assets to an irrevocable trust. A charity you
select receives variable annuity payments from the trust for the term of years you have specified. That means each year
the value of the trust's assets is re-determined. Although the charity will continue to receive the same percentage of the
trust's assets each year, as the total value increases, the charity receives more. If the value of the trust's assets fall, the
charity will receive less. For example, if the trust is worth $1,000,000 when you create it and you've given the charity a 6%
annuity, it will receive $60,000 in the first year. If the trust doubles in value in the second year, the charity will still receive
6% - but of $2,000,000, i.e., $120,000. Of course, if the value of the trust in the third year falls to only $500,000, the charity
receives 6% of $500,000, $30,000. 

When the trust ends, assets in the trust will pass to the non-charitable remainderperson or persons you have specified.
Although this party is usually a child or grandchild, it can be any person you select - including someone who is not legally
related to you. 

You can set up a CLUT during your lifetime or at death as a form of bequest. Both corporations and individuals may
establish lead trusts. 

You can set up a CLUT so that you will receive an immediate and sizeable income tax deduction. In the second and
following years, you must report the income earned by the trust even though it is actually paid to the charity in the form of
an annuity. 

What is the advantage of a trust that produces a high deduction in the first year but requires you to report income you don't
receive in later years? One advantage is the acceleration of the deduction. For example, suppose you have just won the
lottery, closed an incredibly large case, or sold a very highly appreciated asset. Perhaps you reasonably expect that in
future years, your income will drop considerably. It's good planning to have a very high deduction in a high bracket year
even if you have to report that income in lower bracket years. You are spreading out the income (and the tax) over many
years. 

Another advantage of the CLUT is that it allows a "discounted" gift to family members. Under present law, the value of a gift
is determined at the time the gift is made. The family member remainderman must wait for the charity's term to expire;
therefore, the value of that remainderman's interest is discounted for the "time cost" of waiting. In other words, the cost of
making a gift is lowered because the value of the gift is decreased by the value of the annuity interest donated to charity. 

When the assets in the trust are transferred to the remainderman, any appreciation on the value of the assets is free of
either gift or estate taxation in your estate. 

Many people of wealth set up CLUTs at death through their wills. The present value of the charity's annuity stream is
deductible for estate tax purposes. Since your heirs don't pay estate taxes on the charity's portion, the money that
otherwise would have been paid in estate taxes can instead be invested. During the term of that trust, increased investment
income can help pay for the fixed annuity promised to the charity - and if there is any "surplus", that extra income can be
compounded for your heirs and pass to them - gift tax free - when the trust ends. 
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